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a quantitativemeasure,variability: Variability = Numberof
differentamino acids at a given position/Frequencyof the
most commonaminoacid at that position.

When variability was plotted againstamino acid position
for the variable region of 71) human x and I, and 7 mouse u
complete and partial light chains, the sequences of which
were determined by many investigators, three distinct peaks

_____________________________________________ bracketed by invariant or nearly invariant residues were seen
at positions 24 to 34, 50 to 56, and 89 to 97, designated as

______ - hypervariable. There were insertions numbered 27A to 27F
and othersaround position 95 now denoted by 95A to 9SF
based on moredala. We predicted that these, together with
similar reejons in heavy chains, would form theantibody-com~
bining site. Now with many more sequences Irons various spe-
cies of definedspecificities and from inbred lines, the peaks
in the variability plot have changed little.

Th~i~iilowingyear, we made asimilar plot for the variable
region of 37 complete and partial heavy chains, and again
three distinct peaks were present as we had expected. Within
a few years, our prediction was substantiated by three-dimen-
sional structures of several hapten-binding Fal, fragments, light
chain dimers, and one Fv fragment, and the sin hypervari.
able regions were namedcomplementarity-determining re-
gions (CDRs). More recently, a complex of lysozyme and an
antilysozyme Fab fragment was crystallized, and its three-dir
mensional structure was determined to 2.8 A resolution.
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Fifteen amino acid residues from all six CDRsand Iwo frame-
work residues immediately adjacent to the CDRs made con-

tact with the lysozyme molecule.Two other lysozyme-anti-
lysozyme complexes recognized differentepitopes and again
all six CURs were involved.~’Currently, all X-ray structures
of immunoglobulins have confirmed our prediction.

The fundamental contribution of our papers is the impor-
tant prediction that antibody-combining sites are formed by
the CDRs. It therefore becomes possible to design antibodies
with desired binding properties using recombinant DNA tech-
niques. Several investigators have replaced CDRs of human
antibodies with those of mouse monoclonal antibodies with
anticancer activities, In addition, variability plots have also
beenused to tryto locate COBs in 1-cell receptors,
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to tie-

fine residues that make contact with processed antigen and
with 1-cell receptor in themajor hittocompatibility complex
class I molecules

9
and in the class I X-ray structure,’°and to

identify hypes-variable regionsof various strains of human im-
- - - munodeficiencyviral envelope glycoproteins.”
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Thesepapersmade useof available sequencedatain 1970
and 1971 of variable regionsof light and heavy chainsof ire-
munoglobulinsto predictthat theannbody-combiningsitewas
formed by hypervariable regionsand that theycontained the
complementarity determining residues. (The5C1
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indicatesthat

thesepapers have beencited in over 630 publications,(
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When I was at Cornell University Medical College, I read
two very interesting articles”
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by th-inA. Kabat of Columbia

University College of Physicians and Surgeons analyzing the
amino acid distributions of tight chains of immunoglobulins.
Since I knew very little about immunology, I wrote to Elvin
asking whether I could spend some time in his laboratory.

After learning that I was also trained in engineering and
applied mathematics and was interested in mathematical bio.
physics, Elvin suggested instead that we should meet once
a week to analyze the known sequence data on antibodies
in more detail, initially by writing them on long strips of paper
and later by using computers. We reasoned that thevariable
region of light chains of immunoglobulins couldhave random
amino acid substitutions just like other proteins. However,
at the antibody—combining sitet many more substitutions
would be needed to accommodate the vast number of dif.
ferent antigens. Such amino acid variaf ions were previously
noted by Elvin as well as by Hilschmann and Craig, Putnam,
Edeinsass. Fran8k. Milstein and Pink, and others. We defined


